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Regulations and other Acts

Gouvernement du Québec

O.C. 1283-2021, 29 September 2021
Cinema Act 
(chapter C-18.1)

Licences to operate premises where films  
are exhibited to the public, distributor’s licences  
and video material retail dealer’s licences 

Regulatory offences as regards the cinema

— Amendment

Regulation to amend the Regulation respecting licences 
to operate premises where films are exhibited to the 
public, distributor’s licences and video material 
retail dealer’s licences and Regulation to amend the 
Regulation respecting regulatory offences as regards 
the cinema

Whereas, under paragraph 7 of section 167 of the 
Cinema Act (chapter C-18.1), the Government may, by 
regulation, determine the rights and obligations that each 
category of licence confers on its holder;

Whereas, under paragraph 11 of section 168 of the Act, 
the Government may, by regulation, determine, for every 
regulation it makes under that section and section 167 of 
this Act, the provisions of such regulations the contraven-
tion	of	which	constitutes	an	offence;

Whereas, in accordance with sections 10 and 11 of 
the Regulations Act (chapter R-18.1), a draft Regulation 
to amend the Regulation respecting licences to  
operate	premises	where	films	are	exhibited	to	the	public,	
distributor’s licences and video material retail dealer’s 
licences and a draft Regulation to amend the Regulation 
respecting	regulatory	offences	as	regards	the	cinema	were	
published in Part 2 of the Gazette officielle du Québec 
of 12 May 2021 with a notice that they could be made 
by the Government on the expiry of 45 days following  
that publication;

Whereas it is expedient to make the Regulations  
without amendment;

It	is	ordered, therefore, on the recommendation of the 
Minister of Culture and Communications:

That the Regulation to amend the Regulation 
respecting	licences	to	operate	premises	where	films	are	 
exhibited to the public, distributor’s licences and video 
material retail dealer’s licences and the Regulation to 
amend	the	Regulation	respecting	regulatory	offences	as	
regards the cinema, attached to this Order in Council, 
be made.

Yves	Ouellet
Clerk of the Conseil exécutif

Regulation to amend the Regulation 
respecting licences to operate premises 
where films are exhibited to the public, 
distributor’s licences and video material 
retail dealer’s licences
Cinema Act 
(chapter C-18.1, s. 167)

1. The Regulation respecting licences to operate  
premises	where	films	are	exhibited	to	the	public,	distri-
butor’s licences and video material retail dealer’s licences  
(chapter C-18.1, r. 4) is amended by revoking section 34.

2. This Regulation comes into force on the  
fifteenth	day	following	the	date	of	its	publication	in	the	
Gazette officielle du Québec.

Regulation to amend the Regulation 
respecting regulatory offences as regards 
the cinema
Cinema Act 
(chapter C-18.1, s. 168)

1. The	Regulation	respecting	regulatory	offences	as	
regards the cinema (chapter C-18.1, r. 2) is amended in 
section 1 by replacing “34” by “33”.

2. This Regulation comes into force on the  
fifteenth	day	following	the	date	of	its	publication	in	the	
Gazette officielle du Québec.
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